Education board meeting ons 2 mars 2022. At 15:00

Present: Nora (BFA2), Clara (BFA1), Robert Djärv och Johannes Samuelsson

Johannes introduced what happened last.

Monumental, a decision was made that we would talk about that next time and see if there is more people present then.

Johannes asked the present students what they thought was missing at school in relation to what the students are doing:

Clara mentioned that many students work with textile and that competence there is missing in to some extent. Performance is also something that could be good to have a joint workshop in.

Nora added regarding performance, that there are workshops linked to Norrlands Operan (NO) when they take in performance artists. They often do a public workshop with very few people. Maybe we could do collaborations with NO? Nora has contact with the dance consultant? Temporary collaborations? Can you get Norrlands Opera’s member mailing-list. Johannes will check

The question of a workshop in Video also came up. Clara mentioned that she has problems logging in to the video computer. The tip from Robert is to log in to the service desk.

We also talked about maybe asking a local painter to come in and being a recourse instead of someone on zoom so we don’t have to spend money on flying and accommodation.